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The Jeep Gladiator , Jeep Pickup or J-series is a series of full-size pickup trucks based on the
large Jeep SJ Wagoneer platform, which was built and sold under numerous marques from to
The Gladiator was the basis of the first post-war U. Army trucks designed to be civilian vehicles
and adapted to military use. The Gladiator nameplate was revived on a midsize pickup truck
based on the fourth-generation Jeep Wrangler JL. Introduced in for the model year , the
Gladiator was a conventional body on frame pickup design that shared its basic frame
architecture and front end with the Jeep Wagoneer four-wheel-drive station wagon. Gladiator
trucks were available as: Cab and Chassis; Wrecker; Stake Bed; and chassis -mounted campers
with extended wheelbases. It was the first production overhead cam engine in an American light
truck or SUV and one of the first OHC engines offered by an American manufacturer. Further
innovations for four-wheel-drive pickups included optional automatic transmission an industry
first , as well as power brakes, power steering, and just like early post-war Jeeps a power
take-off for numerous accessories that included snow plows and push plates. In all RWD
two-wheel drive versions, except for the J panel delivery, were dropped due to poor sales. For ,
the flared-fender Thriftside models were dropped while a new camper option was added for the
J The Jeep trucks moved to all AMC engines to improve performance and standardize
production and servicing. This was the truck's first styling change since its introduction. An
AMC badge was also added on the grille. The Gladiator name was dropped after , after which the
line was known simply as the Jeep pickup, or J-series. The pickups were designated as J and J
models the series was dropped in until , then as J10 and J20 models from to The AMC cu in 5.
The model designations were simplified for , with the J and the J, which designate wheelbase,
being swapped out for the J and J, designating payload capacity. Larger brakes were made
standard and the turning radius reduced. The Quadra-Trac system was now available with all
engines. These engines are known for their toughness and excellent power output. From to a
rebodied version of the J was built and sold as the Jeep CJ , featuring a CJ-like nose and cab,
as well as a very boxy redesigned rear truck-bed, somewhat resembling that of a Land-Rover.
Chrysler bought out AMC in The full-size Jeep Pickup line was not only an aging model, but also
competed directly with the broader range of Dodge trucks. Chrysler discontinued the full-size
Jeep trucks, but continued to build the luxurious and highly profitable Grand Wagoneer , which
shared the chassis with the large pickups. After the Chrysler buyout, the compact Jeep
Comanche pickup based on the Jeep Cherokee XJ platform received only minor changes and its
production continued until Military versions of the civilian Jeep pickup included the M and M,
built from to They were built under contract for nations in addition to the United States. The
Swedish Air Force acquired Gladiator vehicles in the early s. The vehicles were modified to be
used by aircraft groundcrew for mobile flight line operations in the Swedish Bas 90 system, and
could carry trailers with equipment and tow aircraft. It is often informally referred to as "The
Dallas Jeep". Many of these vehicles fell into the hands of the various competing Lebanese
militias, who either used them for logistical and transport operations or modified them to be
used as technicals , fitted with Heavy machine guns or Anti-Aircraft Autocannons. From the
"Honcho" trim package was offered on the J10 pickup. It consisted of bold striping and decals,
and was offered with factory extras such as the Levi's interior or a roll bar. The content of the
Honcho package varied from year to year, but "always included the wide-track look of the
Cherokee Chief. The Honcho was one in a series of special decal packages offered for J-Series
trucks in the mid to late s, which included the â€” Golden Eagle [14] and the "" version which
offered an optional Citizens' Band radio along with the decals. The Honcho package was only
available on the sportside stepside and short bed trucks. Between and , only 1, of the sportside
versions were produced. Decal packages were available for many of Jeep's vehicles in the s,
including a package for the Jeep Cherokee called the Cherokee Chief. The model year Laredo
package was perhaps the most luxurious one, including leather bucket seats, and
leather-wrapped steering wheel, chrome interior trim, and a state-of-the-art Alpine sound
system. Jeep has shown numerous concept pickup trucks, and officials at the automaker have
"expressed interest in putting such a vehicle into production. A production-ready version of a
Jeep Scrambler pickup was shown in at the North American Dealers Association, but was pulled
after a few hours. According to Motor Trend , there might be a "production Jeep pickup truck in
the works". In late a new Jeep Gladiator concept was introduced. While not officially intended to
be sold, it was used as a demonstration "that a Jeep pickup was in the dark recesses of
DaimlerChrysler's brain trust. The Gladiator concept features an open-air canvas roof,
fold-down windshield , removable doors, and has an expandable truck bed. The Gladiator has a
2. The truck has a 6-speed manual transmission. Ground clearance is A "midgate" made the
concept Gladiator truck closer to an imitation of the Chevrolet Avalanche , "than an attempt to
revive its namesake's glory. At the Jeep Safari in Moab, Utah, Jeep revealed seven new
concepts including a Crew Chief pickup with four-doors and a 5-foot cargo bed. From
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these truck seem to be somewhat collectable Jeep J10 pickup The Gladiator name was dropped
after , after which the line was known simply as the Jeep pickup. Jeeps contact Race Jeeps my
rigs buying a classic jeep. We looked at some options and ended up finding this cool orange
truck in California. The story gets Interesting here. So the truck came from a small ski town that
was very hard to get a transport truck to. After the third or fourth attempt different carrier
companies giving up , a driver finally got his truck up there. Once he was there, the previous
owner started the jeep, somehow the motor started revving at full throttle, caught fire, and they
put out the fire with a garden hoseâ€¦. That locked up the motor! So the truck was declined for

transport, and well then it sat again. Finally finding another driver to go up there and pick it up,
it made its way to Arizona. Once we received the basket case truck, we pulled the stuck motor,
removed all the burnt wiring and proceeded to do rust repairs on the floor. We sold Geronimo a
new hood, painted it orange I weathered the edges to make it look older and painted the inside
of the cab at the same time. There are no lift kits made for the early J-trucks, so we custom
made a shackle reversal, had custom springs made for the front, a lift block in the rear and
added some Rancho RS shocks. A disk brake kit was added to the original axles when they
were rebuilt and a power brake booster to give her some killer stopping power. We turned our
attention to the interior. Geronimo wanted buckets instead of the factory bench seat. We
sourced some wagoneer buckets and upholstered them, the door panels, and roof panel in
Military tan canvas for a durable and cool look. We had custom paint made to match the canvas,
painted the dash and steering wheel once we built a cover for the stereo and dash speaker.
Mounted hidden gauges and fuses for the Fuel injection in the glovebox. It too was painted
orange, I painted the white jeep letters, and then weathered the edges like it did the hood, so it
looked like a older paint. Those will be installed once its in Germany. What a cool J!! I love it!
Get Yours listed Today! A great original driver you can enjoy as-is or restore to whatever level
you may desire. Even has the original carpet and seat upholstery in a very clean and well
preserved condition. Original paint with some minor cracking and great looking original wood
decals. Has some minor things to fix in a place or two but nothing to keep you from enjoying
this vehicle year round! Jeep Photos Sell your Jeep with these seven simple secrets! Jeep
Action eMagazine read without being connected Click here. If you find our service useful or we
have been able to help you sell your Jeep or Jeep parts please consider making a donation. Use
our safe and secure PayPal donation button below and help make our JeepTruck. Thank You.
Updates being made daily. It is complete but in pieces. By complete I mean I have everything I
took off of it. I am the third owner. New brakes and new exhaust were installed by previous
owner. It has the original Buick V8 and manual transmission. The engine runs but not smoothly.
The brake pedal goes to the floor. Original paint without any body work ever. CJ5 Pickup
Conversion toyota 22R drive train with 5 speed, new clutch, wrapped headers, weber carb,
crane ignition, new custom radiator and water pump, power steering and 4 wheel power disc
brakes, 4 link rear with custom coil Most of its life only ran few times a year for farm use. Front
bumper has PTO winch mounted to it and works Body is original other than rear fender flares,
which were replaced with BJ's Off-Road fiberglass flares. I bought back in high school 20 years
ago got parked when I left home. Needs restoration but still runs strong has a with 4 speed
granny has not been molested Runs good. Garage kept. Great stereo. Just looking for a good
owner to take her off my hands. Too many toys in garage. Clean title. Great hunting vehicle but
mainly It's a daily driver ready to go to work. LS1 corvette motor in it and it's a lot of fun to drive
and still 4 wheel drive. Dodge Magnum 5. Kaiser Jeep M Runs, drives and stops as it should. All
original. It's a Colorado native ranch truck, so not a whole lot of rust. FiTech fuel injection, msd
ignition, cs alternator, optima battery, brush guard, nearly the entire cooling system radiator,
New bearings, cam, lifters, rings, gaskets, timing set. No rust Runs great all original except the
floor shifter, originally 3 on the column. Will consider trades for any pick up worth the Not
currently running but all there. No rust or rot Pretty straight body with little to no rust. Has lived
in the desert most of its life. I've been working on this Truck for a few months now. I was hoping
to have the interior and body work done Four Wheel Drive, V8 engine, automatic transmission, 2
speed transfer case, Locking Hubs, Full floating axles, long bed. Not running, Ready for
Restoration. Runs Great! Will need new ignition switch works but someone tried to steal. Good
rubber, extra set of wheels and tires, Great Wagoneer. Very good mechanical shape. Power
seats Got it done and ready to move on. It has been an Arizona truck its entire life. This truck
was pulled from a tobacco barn in Madison county last year it was legal before I got it on the
road again was 99, truck runs and Don't have time to restore. Truck has 48, mi. Brought it M The
previous owner had been driving it on their farm unplated for several years and swapped the
engine with a Ford V8 Crate motor with an automatic transmission. The hard top is removable,
and the This was a 3 year project truck. Everything replaced or rebuilt, paint and body work
completed buy a local body shop. No rust California truck. Truck runs out great. Engine has
been Fires up every time. I drive it at least once a week and recently took it to Portland from
Albany about a 90 minute drive. Only the speedo Power steering. Clear Washington title. I never
transferred it to my name when I bought Electric fuel pump, Transmission shifts with no issues,
transfer case shifts to 4 hi, 4 low, and back to 2wd, no issues. Engine and tranny, Runs and
drives. Straight 6 cylinder. Smokes a little and would recommend towing for long distances.
Coker whitewalls. Cold plate freezer. Very unique and No body rust at all ever. Headman
headers. The J10 4x4 known first as the Gladiator then the Honcho. Jeep brought back last year.
Chance to own an original. Few of these made and fewer left. This model has under 63, Original

interior in excellent shape. Brand new emissions sticker, see picture. Engine starts immediately
even when cold. Absolutely no smoke. Vehicle was stored in a garage for 18 years. It has never
been driven in the winter. Vehicle has a V8 engine with original miles. The unfortunate passing
of her husband makes this incredibly nice vehicle available for you. The odometer shows 52,
miles and from conversations The body was professionally chopped 4 inches. It is powered by a
c. A new heating and Has Dana 44 front and rear. Has no big dents and body is pretty much
straight. I just did a tune up, had the transmission rebuilt, installed a 4bb intake and a Holley ,
and new exhaust. This comes with a lot of extra parts, like straight Was from California until I
brought it to Florida 1 year ago. It runs and drives - original V8 Buick motor with TH auto Has
only been in Arizona and California. I have owned this Jeep since This Truck was my Nearly
perfect, save for a few minor paint areas that need touching-up. Power to the wheels goes Jeep
J10 4x4 6cyl Fair condition. Little rust on the bed. New plugs and wires. New battery. New
ignition. New starter solenoid. One tire needs patching. Great truck I've taken out the interior,
which is complete down to the last screw. Has all its glass with no cracks. I have taken off all
the chrome and it's Been fixing and replacing parts as needed. V8 4x4 Quadra trac new plugs
and wires new windshield rebuilt carb. Was told when I got it the engine and trans had been
rebuilt. Chrysler Torqueflight 3 speed Automatic Transmission. Interior super clean. This is a
great restoration I am trying to recoup the money I put into it. All the glass in tact, with no
cracks. All emblems, and crhome in great shape including the grille. And I located a rust free
tailgate. Probably the only one in the Frame in great shape. Replaced fuel tank, sending unit,
fuel pump and fuel lines. New Carburetor, new intake manifold, starter motor, all with Zero
running hours. Started project, but life got in the way, so time to move on. Heavy amounts of
rust All Original. All fluids just changed. All new brakes, master cylinders, and shocks. Doesn't
get any more Original paint. Perfect body, floors and frame. No rust at all top to bottom. Never
seen snow. Runs cool shifts Needs major restoration of body, interior and drive-train. Strong V8
Dauntless engine. True 4Wheel Drive. You must drag it out and trailer it. It is mostly complete as
far as I can see. If you have any questions A recent Injury forces sale. Has rebuilt , 6 cylinder
engine. Had a bad gas tank and I have a new one to install. Original Buick engine needs rebuilt
turbo transmission. Original Winch and bumper. Arizona truck no rust body. Great project The
engine was installed in the mid 80'S and came from a totaled truck that had 2, miles. Vintage
interior and trim, newly rebuilt transmission, replacement Chevy engine, new battery,
headlamps and custom bumpers. This Jeep is To advertise your business contact us Tell them
you saw it on JeepTruck. Join us now as we relive the history of how this Honcho Restomod
build came together over the years. What Is The Jeep Farm? Watch as Drew takes you on a tour
of the yard and shop. This vehicle has been sold. Browse Category. Vehicle Description.
Worldwide Vintage Autos is pleased to present this Jeep J Ultra dry Northwest truck. Garage
kept time capsule. This truck draws a crowd! The pickups were designated as J and J models
the series was dropped in until , then as J10 and J20 models from to The AMC cu in 4. The AMC
cu in 5. The model designations were simplified for , with the J and the J, which designate wheel
base, being swapped out for the J and J, designating payload capacity. Larger brakes were
made standard and the turning radius reduced. The Quadra-Trac system was now available with
all engines. Blows cold! Recent tune up. Big V8 optioned truck. See detailed pictures For more
details on any disclosure items please contact a sales agent today at The cost of parts and
restoration of these vehicles are increasing daily. They are not making any more and, therefore,
they are becoming more rare by the day. Buy one complete and ensure your investment for the
future. An excellent investment and something
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you can enjoy daily. Collectible vintage vehicles have historically appreciated at a rate greater
than that stock market, gold and other arts and collectibles as documented by many articles
and auction result tracking. For financing, Down Payment required by lending institution will be
due within 72 hours of deposit in addtion to deposit. Down Payment is refundable. Deposits are
non-refundable due to i. Inspections should be performed prior to putting a deposit down on a
vehicle. We disclose known. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help
Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career
Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their
respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of
the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars.

